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Abstract. This manuscript is devoted to investigate the existence. uniqueness and stability of ran-
dom differential equations with Hilfer-generalized proportional fractional derivative. The concerned
investigation of existence and uniqueness is obtained using Schauder fixed point theorem and Banach
contraction principle respectively. At the end. the ulam stability is studied along with application.

1 Introduction

Fractional order differential equations have been applied in Science and Engineering, see [7,9.14].
There has been a significant development in ordinary differential equations involving fractional order
derivatives [2,4.6.12,16,19]. In the present paper, we analyze random differential equation(RDE)
involving fractional order of the form

<Dot.BRph(t,e) =g(t,co,[1(t,o))), te J:=[O,T], T >0. (1.1)

where Dot.Bd:W is w-HFD of orders a E (0.1). type 0 € [0. l] and 6 € (0,1]. Further. b is a random
function. co is the random variable and Ii-v." is 9-fractional integral of orders 1 -v(v = a+13-aM).
Let fl be the probability space with a continuous function g:J xfl x R» R such that coe fl.
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Evaluation of parameters of a dynamical system is not without uncertainties. When our knowledge
about the parameters of a dynamic system is of statistical nature. that is, the information is probabilis-
tic: the common approach in mathematical modeling of such systems is the use of RDE or stochastic
differential equations. The analyses of fractional differential equations with random parameters have
been studied in. 18.10,15,18].

The paper is constructed as follows: In Section 2. we present the basic definition. In Section 3.
existence and stability results are established. In section 4. we present an application to verify the
theory.

2 Preliminaries

Basic definitions and results introduced in this section. Let J= [a.b] (0 5£15 b) be a finite interval.
The space of continuous function b. defined by C[a. b] associated with the norm

114|IC'VW = sup {14(t. Co)1 :te J}.

We denote the weighted spaces of all continuous functions defined by

Cv.VIa.b] ={g:J->R: (W(t) - M.f(a))Vg(t,O)) eC}.Ofv<1,

with the norm

11011 cv.w = Sup (9(t) - 9(a) )v g (t, 0) 1.

t EJ

The weighted space CL, of functions g on J is defined by

CC.F = {.f: 1 -0 R. g(t) 6 Cn-1 :O(t) E Cv,w}.0 5 v< 1,

with the norm
}1

119 11 cu . w - ~ ||gk'Ic« 119'11 Cv v ·
k=0

For n = 0. we have. Ct? = Cv.
Here we present the following weighted space for our problem as follows

1-v:w = <9 €Cl-v:w·Da
B,o·.w g e Cv:w,5

and
VCl -v,W - ~ 9 6 C.1-v:w. L.,

It is obvious that
cr-v:, c CR:, ·

Definition 2.1. [5]1 f 0 e (0.1 ] and a e C with 9400 > 0. then the fractional integral

10(-1
<Ict,1}:Wil~ (t) = j'rt w'(s)£42(,4,(t)--4,(S)) (¥(t)-¥(s)) 4(s)ds. (2.1)

our(of)
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Definition 2.2. [5] If 0 € (0.1] and a € C with *(a) > 0 and Nf € C[a.b]. where w'(s) > 0. the
generalized left proportional fractional derivative of order a of the function h with respect to another
function isdefined by with W'(t) 0 0 is describe as

<Da.0:11,(1~ (t) =< 1 d r ft .// , Ant{W(r)-w<sj) (N·f(t)-4.[(s))n-c<-1
, i W l.r Jed b(s)ds. (2.2)Cllf'(t) dt) 10 r(,1 -a)

Definition 2.3. [5]If O e (0.1] and a E C with *(a) > 0 and W E CIa.b], where 4 (s) > 0. the gen-
eralized Caputo proportional fractional derivative of order a of the function h with respect to another
function isdefined by with w'(t) 0 0 is describe as

Definition 2.4. [5] The W-Hilfer generalized proportional fractional derivative of order a and type B
over b with respect to another function is defined by

~Da.[3.29 :Wh~ (t) = IP (1-a).25: W <DI.15: w ~ ICI-13)(1-00.0 :ph (t) (2.4)

Next. we shall give the definitions and the criteria of generalized Ulam-Hyers-Rassias (UHR)
stability. Let €>Obea positive real number and (p:J->R+bea continuous function. We consider
the following inequalities:

|Da.v.15:95(t. co) - 8 (t. co. h(t. CO))| 1 90). (2.5)
Definition 2.5. [17] The Eq. (1.1) is generalized UHR stable with respect to 9 6 Ci-v if there exists a
real number Cy.cp > 0 such that for each solution D € Ci -v of the inequality (2.5) there exists a solution
b € Cl-v of Eq. (1.1) with

ID (t.co) - h (t. CO) 1 5 Ct·.cpcp(t. cO)

Lemma 2.1. Let a. 13 > 0. Then we have the following semigroup property

(,a.75:41/13.0:wg)(t) = (la+13.15:Wg)(t).

and
(Damfla·O:Wg)(t) = 9(t),

Lemma 2.2. Let n-1<a<n where ne N.6 e (0.1],051351, with v =a +13(n -00, such that
n- 1 < v < n. If B E Cv and 3'1-v.19.¥g E Cn. then

11
Cia.o:wou· 00 690)(t) = 9 (0 - I dv-krv -k+1

e 0.4 (¥(t) -4/(S))(-41'(t) - ~4€s) ) v-k lk-v.0:4' (61)

k=1

Lemma 2.3. [17](Grijnwall's Lemma) Let a > 0. a(ne) > O is locally integrable function on J x fl
and if 11(t. co) be a increasing and nonnegative continuous function on J x fl, such that ~0(t. co)~ 1 K
for some constant K. Moreover if 4(t,co) be a nonnegative locally integrable function on J x Q with

0 '
0(1.00)50(t.CO)+g(t.Co) / M.f(S)(W(t) -w(s))Ot-%(S. O))ds. (t.co)€J><fl.

JO

with some a > 0. Then

h(40))5£~(t.co)+ /4 ~(9(t.CO)r®)n , /10(-1 a(s, CO)ds, (t. co) E Jx fl.
JO [n= 1 U(nol )
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Theorem 2.1. [21](Schauder fixed point theorem) Let B be closed, convex and nonempty subset of
a Banach space C. Let T : 8 -0 8 be a continuous mapping such that T(B) is a relatively compact
subset of C. Then T has at least one fixed point in 8.

3 Main results

Existence theory of solutions to proposed problem ( 1.1) is presented in this section. First we declare
the hypothesis:

(H 1 ) There exists a Carathbodory function f: [0. T] x fl -0 R. such that

01(5·00.0(s. co)) -8.(s.co,t)(s. co))1 5 ((t. co) lb- 81.

(H2) for every t E [0. T]and co e fl.

Lemma 3.1. A function b is the solution of RFDE ( 1.1). if and only if h satisfies the random integral
equation

Al (CO)
b (t, co) - (,4~ (41/(t)-4/£ a)) (,4.f (t) - 9(a) ~v- I0v-ir(v)

rt
+ e ~(M/(t)-¥(s))9'(s) C ¥(t) - 9(S)) a- 1 9 (S. Co- b (S. CO))ds. (3.1)Occr(ot) L

Theorem 3.1. Assume that hypothesis (H 1) is satisfied. Then. Eq.(1.1) has at least one solution.

Proof. Consider the operator T (CO) : fl x Cl-v.w -9 61 -v.w· Hence h is a solution for the problem (1.1)
if and only if [1(t,o)) = (Th) (t, co). where the equivalent integral Eq. (3.1) which can be written in the
operator form

(Th)(t.CO)= ev-ir(v)
P<0~ 2%49(r)-9(a))(¥(r) -¥(a)~v-1

1
+ Dar(a) Lt e d W (s)(11/(0 -11,407-19(s. 0).h(s, co))ds. (3.2)

Clearly. the fixed points of the operator T is solution of the problem ( 1.1). Set 0 = O(s. co. 0). For any
h E J x fl. we have
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~ (Tb)(t. co) (w(t) - 9(a)9-v ~

< P~03 + (Mo_VBD|-V /4- ov-ir(v) J a

< #(CO)
_ 0V-| f(V)

+(11'(t)-W(a))'-V rt ,
W C.Y) C N.[(t) - W(s))'-1 19(s. co. [Hs. co))- 9(s. e. 0) + 9(.~. co. 0) IdsOar( a) ·J Lt

< fl(O)) + €(9(t)-9(a))1-v
 B(v. 00(¥(t) - ¥(a)) 0(+V- 1

 11 bilci-v.wdv_'r(v) tpar(0()
+(MA_V(a)~1-v

 8(v. 00(11[(t)- ¥(a)) a+V-1 11011 ci _v.wDar(a)

5 ovt~1~(v) ~ Dal~a) 8(v. a) (w(t) - N.f(a))all b IICI-v.,
~ 8(v. 00 (4'(b) - ¥(a))a 110'lciectr(a) -V.4/

This proves that T transforms the ball Br = <b E Cl-V.¥ : ||4|IC  -v 9 4 r~. into itself. We shall show

that the operator T : B,- -4 Br satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 2.1. The proof will be given in
the following steps.
Step 1: T is continuous.

Let hn be a sequence such that [in -* h in Cl-v.w· Then foreacht e J, m e Q.

((Tbn) (t. co) - (Tto (t. co)) (w(t) - 9(a))1-V ~

< 01,(t) -N,(a))1-V rt ,

/ 9 (s) CW(t) - WCS))a-1 lg(.F. co. 4,1 (s. co)) - 8(s~ co. b (s, co)) ~ds- 29«r(a) Ju

8(v.a)(w(t) -¥(s)) Ot+V- 1 1100.co. hn(·.0))) -8(..co·b(..co))11dar(a)
1

60(r(a) 8(v. a) (¥(b) - 4'(a) )a 110 ( ..0. [in 0, co) )-0(.· 0. h(.. co) ) IICI -v.w ·

Due to continuity of g. we have

I'Thn - Tbllct-v., -4 0 as n -4 Do.

Step 2: T (Br) is uniformly bollnded.
This is clear since T (Br) C Br is bounded.
Step 3: We show that T(Br) is equi-continuous.
Let ti > ti e J with Br be a bounded set of Ci_v,W as in Step 2. and h e Br· Then
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~ (W(ti ) - W(a))1-v (Th) (ti. co) - (9(tz) - w(a))'-v (ril) (tz. co) ~

< ~(W(ti)- w(a)) 1 -V ~,1

e ,32 (,( ti )-Wca )) W' ( S)( N'( tl ) - 4/( s ) )(%- 1 0 (,%.. co . b ( s . CO )) dsGar(a) ./(1
- (9(72) - 'llf (a)) 1 -V /.,2 £41(9(12)-¥Ca))9' (s) (w(tl) - W(s))a- 1 9(s. e. h (s. co))ds~zoar(a) ./0

1 /·TI r

5 #arca) 11 L<p(r1) - p(a))1 -v (w(Ii) - ¥(·,))CC-1 (¥(TB)- w(a))1-v (pc,~2) - 9(,r))C<-11

x W'(s) 18(s. co. b (s. co)) Ids

1 i.ti (9(52) - 9(a))|-V (W(TB) - w(s))c~-1 4/(S) 18(s. co. b(s. co))Ids

right hand side of the inequality approaches to zero, as 4 -4 h Therefore by Step 1-3 together with
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. we say that T is continuous and compact. Hence by the Theorem 2. l. the
operator T has a fixed point which is a solution of the problem ( 1.1).

Lemma 3.2. Assume that the hypothesis (H 1) is satisfied. If

e
Oar(a) 8(v,a)(.4,(b) - w(£07 < 1

Then. Eq. ( 1.1) has unique fixed point.

Proof. Consider the operator T (co) : fl x Ci -v.,9 -9 Cl -v.W defined by

(Th) (t.(0) = Ov  - i r(V )

Al<Ct)~.C*LIMU)-¥la)) (9(t) - ¥(a))V-1

+ oar(a) la
1 ft e%~4¥(t)-Ni/(s))w' (s) (W(t) - ¥(s))Ot- 10(s. co. h (s. co))ds.

Clearly the operator T is well defined. Now for any hi. 42 E Cl-v, we obtain

((Tbi)(t. co) -(Th~)(t, co))(¥(t) - 4/(a))1 -V ~

< (W(t) - NKa))1-V f W' (s) (N/(t) - w(s))'-1 19(S. 0). b i C.Y. co)) - 9(s. co. [12 (s. co)) Ids

< e(N/(t) - ¥(a))1-v
8(v. a)(¥(t) -¥(a)) 0(+V- 1

 lib 1 - 02||61 -v-wdar(a)
t5 oar(a) 8(v.a)(W(b) - .4,(a) ) CLI| bi- 112 11(1 -v.w .

it follows that T ia a contraction map, there exists a unique solution of problem ( 1.1).

Theorem 3.2. The hypotheses (H 1) and (H2) are satisfied. Then Eq. (1.1) is g-UHR stable.

Proof. Let D be solution ofinequality (2.5) and by Lemma 3.2. h is a unique solution of Eq. (1.1) is
as follows
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FC® e«Vit)-9(0))(9(t) - Wca))v-1hlt.0))= OV-Er(v)

t 1 <tet(\1,(t)-4/(s)~Nf' (S) (¥(t) - 9(S))C<-1 9(s. m. b (s. co))ds.
occr(a)./a

By inequality (2.5). we obtain

440. co) 1
~ u (t. Oj) - 0v- 1 r(v ) Ck-(9(t)-9(£1) ) (w(t ) _ VC a))v- 1

0af~ ( a) jrt e 44 9(t) -9(11 ) ) 4 (s ) ( W ( t ) - W( s) ) 0- 1 g (s . m . u ( s . co) ) ds ~ 1 49 ( t )

Hence for every tel, we have

It,(t, co)-b(t,co)1
5 it,(t.co) - #(CO) :%-49(t)-¥(a))(9(t) -.4,(cor-1

0V- 1 r(V)

1 ~~ e444/(r)-9(s))9' fs) (w(t) - ¥(s))0(-1 9(s. Co. b (s. co))ds~1}ar(a) Ja
5 ~0(t.co) - 0(I'0) c~2(9(t)-41/(a))(.4,(t) --4,(a))v-]

0v-lE(v)

1 ~14(9(11-9(61) w' Cs) C v(t) - w(s))Ii-' g(s. co. 0(s. co) )ds ~oar( a).J il

f+ Oar(a) Ja W' (s) C ¥(t) - VCS))0(-119(s. co. D (s. co))- g (s. e. h (s. co)) Ids
0 t.t ,

5 199(t. CO) + .ar(a) L W (s)(w(t) - VCS))a- 1 1v (s. co) - 0(s. co) I d.i·.

By Lemma 2.3, there exists a constant Cj·.cp > 0 such that

10(t. co)- b (t. co) 15 C)·.(PX,99(t. co)

Hence the proof.

4 Exarnple

For W(t) = t, we obtain the particular case of Eq. ( 1.1) is as follows:

©0(.V.0:t h(t. co) =g (t.co. ht), t€J:==[0.1]. (4.1)
3 1.-V.01 h(t.co)1=*(t.04 (4.2)

We choose a = 4, 13 = 4.0= 4 and v = ~. Here

g (t. co. b(t. co)) = -1- , + COS~ .
C 42(t.co)

9et (1+112(t. cO)

For b. n € R. we have
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10(t.co. b(t.co))-9(t.co.11(co))1 5 ~111 -81

Now all the assumptions in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. the problem has a unique solution. Next. set
9(t.co) = e  ,+CO

/D~p(t.0) 5 _1:r- 9(t, oj) = 49(t. co)r(i)

5 Application

In this section. we analyze a economical model described by a differential equation through the frac-
tional derivative. In economy. the standard measure of the value added created by the production of
goods and services in a country during a certain period is the gross domestic product (GDP). As a
result, it also accounts for the income collected by that production. as well as the overall amount spent
on final goods and services (less imports). While GDP is the most significant indicator for capturing
economic activity, it falls short of ensuring an appropriate estimate of peoplek material well-being.
for which other metrics may be more appropriate. The differential equation is utilised to express the
rate of change in the current state as a function of the current state in this case. The change in the
domestic product GDR [1(t), over time is a simple illustration of this type of dependence. The current
GDP is proportional to the rate of change in GDR given by

h'(0 - Ah(t)
where X is the growth rate. so if [1(0) = 110 denotes the initial population then the solution is given by.
h(t) = hoext. This solution tells that the GDP increases exponentially when the growth rate is positive.
Now by applying the fractional derivative to the above equation due to the non uniformity we declare
the equation as

Dot.v.13:¥(Ah(t) = X,b(t),

the solution of the described fractional differential equation is given by h (t) = 40(Eodg(1140 -
4,(0))9)

Here. while predicting the economical growth there exists a six essential components in the econ-
omy which are responsible for economic growth. Improving or growing their size will result in eco-
nomic growth. Land. water. forests. and natural gas are examples of other resources.

Natural in a country. in fact. It's difficult, if not impossible. to increase the number of hand re-
sources. To minimise depletion of finite natural resources, countries must carefully balance supply
and demand. Land management improvements will increase land quality while also contributing to
economic prosperity.

Increasing physical capital investment. such as factories. machines. and roads, will lower the cost
of economic activity. More is produced by better manufacturing and machinery than by physical
labour. This large production has the power to enhance productivity. A strong highway system, for
example, can minimise inefficiency in moving raw materials or goods throughout the country. hence
increasing GDR As the population grows, so does the availability of workers or employees. resulting
in more employees. One disadvantage of a large population is that it can result in high unemployment
rates.

The quality of labour can be improved by increasing investment in human capital. This rise in
quality will result in improved talents, abilities, and training. The development of a skilled workforce
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is influenced significantly by the productivity of skilled workers. Investing in STEM students or fund-
ing coding academics, for example. will increase the number of people available for higher-paying
jobs than investing in blue-collar industries.

The growth of technology is another important aspect. Technology can boost production while
reducing labour costs. resulting in faster growth and development. As a result of the rise. industries
will be able to create more at a reduced cost. Long-term growth can be aided by technology.

Rules and laws are part of an organisational framework that controls economic activity. There are
no companies that specifically foster growth.

Here all the mentioned factors are not a fixed quantity whereas it is random. the impact of these
random elements will reflect in the behaviour of the system vastly. So it is important to add the random
factor which plays a major role in the system. Thus we consider the

1)a.v.29:44/) b(t.co)= 1.(co)*(t, CO),

where the growth rate coefficient r(co) as well as the dependent variable b (t.co) for a given t are
supposed to be random variables of the outcome of an experiment m taking values in the set of all
outcomes fl. Thus. modeling population growth is many times a difficult task due to the scarcity and
scattering of the data. and to errors and uncertainty in it. Incorporating randomness in the population
model is a natural alternativeand its much important.

6 Conclusion

The main purpose of this article is to develope the theory of RDE involving W-Hilfer generalized
proportional fractional derivative. By the use of classical fixed point theory. we obtain the existence
and uniqueness result. The uniqueness of the solution is obtained by Banach Contraction Principal.
The stability of the solutions is studied by the concept proposed by Ulam. Finally, an model is been
provided to show the the importance of the random coefficient.
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